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"Le  livre,  comme  livre,  appartient  à
l’auteur,  mais  comme  pensée,  il
appartient—le  mot  n’est  pas  trop
vaste—au  genre  humain.  Toutes  les
intelligences  y  ont  droit.  Si  l’un  des
deux droits,  le  droit  de l’écrivain  et le
droit  de  l’esprit  humain,  devait  être
sacrifié,  ce  serait,  certes,  le  droit  de
l’écrivain, car l’intérêt public est notre
préoccupation  unique,  et  tous,  je  le
déclare,  doivent  passer  avant  nous."
(Victor  Hugo,  Discours  d’ouverture  du
Congrès littéraire international de 1878,
1878) 
"Our  markets,  our  democracy,  our
science,  our traditions of  free  speech,
and our art all depend more heavily on
a  Public  Domain  of  freely  available
material  than  they  do  on  the
informational  material  that  is  covered
by property rights. The Public Domain is
not  some  gummy  residue  left  behind
when  all  the  good  stuff  has  been
covered  by  property  law.  The  Public
Domain  is  the  place  we  quarry  the
building blocks of our culture.  It  is,  in
fact,  the  majority  of  our  culture."
(James Boyle, The Public Domain, p.40f,
2008)  
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The  public  domain,  as  we  understand  it,  is  the
wealth of information that is free from the barriers
to access or reuse usually associated with copyright
protection,  either  because  it  is  free  from  any
copyright protection or because the right holders
have  decided  to  remove  these  barriers.  It  is  the
basis of our self‐understanding as expressed by our
shared  knowledge  and  culture.  It  is  the  raw
material from which new knowledge is derived and
new cultural works are created. The Public Domain
acts as a  protective mechanism that ensures that
this  raw  material  is  available  at  its  cost  of
reproduction ‐ close to zero ‐ and that all members
of society can build upon it. Having a healthy and
thriving Public Domain is essential to the social and
economic  well‐being  of  our  societies.  The  Public
Domain  plays  a  capital  role  in  the  fields  of
education,  science,  cultural  heritage  and  public
sector  information.  A  healthy  and  thriving  Public
Domain is one of the prerequisites for ensuring that
the  principles  of  Article  27  (1)  of  the  Universal
Declaration  of  Human  Rights  ('Everyone  has  the
right freely to participate in the cultural life of the
community,  to  enjoy  the  arts  and  to  share  in
scientific  advancement  and  its  benefits.')  can  be
enjoyed by everyone around the world.
The  digital  networked  information  society  has
brought  the  issue  of  the  Public  Domain  to  the
foreground  of  copyright  discussions.  In  order  to
preserve  and  strengthen  the  Public  Domain  we
need a robust and up‐to‐date understanding of the
nature  and  role  of  this  essential  resource.  This
Public  Domain  Manifesto  defines  the  Public
Domain and outlines the necessary principles and
guidelines  for  a  healthy  Public  Domain  at  the
beginning of the 21st century. The Public Domain is
considered here in its relation to copyright law, to
the exclusion  of other intellectual  property  rights
(like patents and trademarks), and where  copyright
law is to  be  understood  in  its broadest  sense  to
include economic and moral rights under copyright
and related  rights (inclusive of neighboring rights
and  database  rights).  In  the  remainder  of  this
document copyright is therefore used as a catch‐all
term for these rights.  Moreover,  the term 'works'
includes all  subject‐matter protected by copyright
so defined, thus including databases, performances
and  recordings.  Likewise,  the  term  'authors'
includes  photographers,  producers,  broadcasters,
painters and performers. 
The Public Domain in the 21st Century
The Public Domain as aspired to in this Manifesto is
defined  as  cultural  material  that  can  be  used
without restriction, absent copyright protection. In
addition to  works that  are  formally  in  the public
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domain, there are also lots of valuable works that
individuals have voluntarily shared under generous
terms  creating  a  privately  constructed  commons
that functions in many ways like the public domain.
Moreover, individuals can also make use of many
protected works through exceptions and limitations
to copyright, fair use and fair dealing. All  of these
sources  that  allow  for  increased  access  to  our 
culture and heritage are important and all need to
be actively maintained in order for society to reap
the  full  benefit  of  our  shared  knowledge  and
culture.
The Public Domain
The structural Public Domain lies at the core of the
notion of the Public Domain  and  is comprised  of
our shared knowledge, culture and resources that
can be used without copyright restrictions by virtue
of  current  law.  Specifically,  the  structural  Public
Domain  is  made  up  of  two  different  classes  of
material:
1.    Works  of  authorship  where  the
copyright protection has expired. Copyright
is  a  temporary  right  granted  to  authors.
Once this temporary protection has come to
its end, all  legal  restrictions cease to exist,
subject  in  some  countries  to  the  author's
perpetual moral rights. 
 
2.    The essential commons of information
that is not covered by copyright. Works that
are not protected by copyright because they
fail  the test  of originality,  or are  excluded
from protection (such as data, facts, ideas,
procedures, processes, systems, methods of
operation,  concepts,  principles,  or
discoveries, regardless of the form in which
they are described, explained, illustrated, or
embodied  in  a  work,  as  well  as  laws and
judicial  and  administrative decisions).  This
essential commons is too important for the
functioning of our societies to be burdened
with legal restrictions of any nature even for
a limited period.
 
The  structural  Public  Domain  is  an  historically
grown balance to the rights of authors protected by
copyright and it is essential to the cultural memory
and knowledge base of our societies. In the second
half of the 20th century all two elements identified
here have been  strained  by  the extension  of the
term of copyright protection and the introduction
of more copyright‐like regimes of legal protection.
Voluntary commons and user prerogatives
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In addition to this structural core of the Public Domain, there
are other essential sources that enable individuals to freely
interact with copyright protected works. These represent the
"breathing  space"  of  our  current  culture  and  knowledge,
ensuring that copyright protection does not interfere with
specific requirements of society and the voluntary choices of
authors. While these sources  increase access to protected
works, some of them make this access conditional on certain
forms of use or restrict access to certain classes of users:
1.    Works that are voluntarily shared by their rights
holders.  Creators can  remove use restrictions from
their  works  by  either  freely  licensing  them,  or  by
using other legal  tools to  allow others to  use their
works without restrictions, or by dedicating them to
the Public Domain. For free licencing definitions see
the  definition  of  free  software  http://www.gnu.org
/philosophy/free‐sw.html,  the  definition  of  free
cultural works http://freedomdefined.org/Definition,
and  the  open  knowledge  definition
http://opendefinition.org/1.0/ for reference.
 
2.    The user prerogatives created by exceptions and
limitations  to  copyright,  fair  use  and  fair  dealing.
These prerogatives are an integral part of the Public
Domain. They ensure that there is sufficient access to
our  shared  culture  and  knowledge,  enabling  the
functioning  of  essential  social  institutions  and
enabling  social  participation  of  individuals  with
special needs.
Taken together, the public domain, the voluntary sharing of
works and exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use
and fair dealing go a long way to ensure  that everyone has
access  to  our  shared  culture  and  knowledge  in  order  to
facilitate  innovation  and  cultural  participation  for  the
benefit of the entire society. It is therefore important that
the  Public  Domain  in  both  its  incarnations  is  actively
maintained so that it can continue to fulfill  this key role in
this period of rapid technological and social change.
General Principles
In  a  period  of  rapid  technological  and  social  change  the
Public  Domain  fulfills  an  essential  role  in  cultural
participation and digital innovation, and therefore needs to
be  actively  maintained.  Active  maintenance  of  the  Public
Domain  needs to  take  into  account  a  number of  general
principles. The following principles are essential to preserve
a  meaningful  understanding of  the  Public  Domain  and  to
ensure that the Public Domain continues to function in the
technological  environment  of  the  networked  information
society. With regard to the structural  Public Domain these
are as follows:
1.    The  Public  Domain  is  the  rule,  copyright
protection  is  the  exception.  Since  copyright
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protection  is  granted  only  with  respect  to  original
forms  of  expression,  the  vast  majority  of  data,
information  and  ideas  produced  worldwide  at  any
given time belongs to the Public Domain. In addition
to information that is not eligible for protection, the
Public Domain is enlarged every year by works whose
term of protection expires. The combined application
of the requirements for protection and  the limited
duration  of  the  copyright  protection  contribute  to
the  wealth  of  the  Public  Domain  so  as  to  ensure
access to our shared culture and knowledge.  
 
2.    Copyright protection should last only as long as
necessary  to  achieve  a  reasonable  compromise
between  protecting and  rewarding the  author  for
his  intellectual  labour  and safeguarding the public
interest  in  the  dissemination  of  culture  and
knowledge.  From  neither  the  perspective  of  the
author nor the general public do any valid arguments
exist  (whether  historical,  economic,  social  or
otherwise) in support of an exceedingly long term of
copyright  protection.  While  the  author  should  be
able to reap the fruits of his intellectual labour, the
general public should not be deprived for an overly
long period  of  time of  the  benefits  of  freely  using
those works.
 
3.    What is in the Public Domain must remain in the
Public Domain. Exclusive control over Public Domain
works  must  not  be  reestablished  by  claiming
exclusive  rights  in  technical  reproductions  of  the
works, or using technical protection measures to limit
access to technical reproductions of such works.
 
4.    The  lawful  user  of  a  digital  copy of  a  Public
Domain work  should be free to (re‐)use, copy and
modify  such  work.  The  Public  Domain  status of  a
work does not necessarily mean that it must be made
accessible  to  the  public.  The  owners  of  physical
works  that  are  in  the  Public  Domain  are  free  to
restrict access to such works. However once access to
a  work  has been  granted  then  there ought  not be
legal  restrictions  on  the  re‐use,  modification  or
reproduction of these works.
 
5.    Contracts or technical protection measures that
restrict access to and re‐use of Public Domain works
must not be enforced. The Public Domain status of a
work  guarantees  the  right  to  re‐use,  modify  and
reproduce.  This  also  includes  user  prerogatives
arising from exceptions and limitations, fair use and
fair dealing, ensuring that these cannot be limited by
contractual or technological means.
 
In  addition, the following principles are at the core of the
voluntary commons and user prerogatives described above:
1.    The voluntary relinquishment of copyright and
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sharing of protected works are legitimate exercises
of  copyright  exclusivity.  Many  authors  entitled  to
copyright protection for their works do not wish to
exercise these rights to  their full  extent  or wish  to
relinquish  these  rights  altogether.  Such  actions,
provided  that  they  are  voluntary,  are  a  legitimate
exercise  of  copyright  exclusivity  and  must  not  be
hindered by law, by statute or by other mechanisms
including moral rights. 
 
2.    Exceptions and limitations to copyright, fair use
and fair  dealing need to be actively maintained to
ensure the effectiveness of the fundamental balance
of  copyright  and  the  public  interest.  These
mechanisms create user prerogatives that constitute
the  breathing  space  within  the  current  copyright
system.  Given  the  rapid  pace  of  change  in  both
technology  and  society  it  is  important  that  they
remain  capable  of  ensuring  the  functioning  of
essential  social  institutions  and  the  social
participation  of  individuals  with  special  needs.
Therefore,  exceptions  and  limitations  to  copyright,
fair  use  and  fair  dealing  should  be  construed  as
evolutionary  in  nature  and  constantly  adapted  to
account for the public interest.
In addition to these general  principles, a  number of issues
relevant  to  the  Public  Domain  must  be  addressed
immediately. The following recommendations are aimed at
protecting  the  Public  Domain  and  ensuring  that  it  can
continue  to  function  in  a  meaningful  way.  While  these
recommendations  are  applicable  across  the  spectrum  of
copyright,  they  are  of  particular  relevance  to  education,
cultural heritage and scientific research.
General Recommendations
1.    The  term  of  copyright  protection  should  be
reduced. The excessive length of copyright protection
combined  with  an  absence  of  formalities  is  highly
detrimental  to  the  accessibility  of  our  shared
knowledge  and  culture.  Moreover,  it  increases the
occurrence of orphan works, works that are neither
under the  control  of  their  authors nor part  of  the
Public Domain,  and in  either case cannot be used.
Thus,  for  new  works  the  duration  of  copyright
protection should be reduced to a more reasonable
term.
 
2.   Any change to the scope of copyright protection
(including any new definition of protectable subject‐
matter  or  expansion  of  exclusive  rights)  needs  to
take into account the effects on the Public Domain.
Any change of the scope of copyright protection must
not be applied retroactively to works already subject
to protection. Copyright is a time‐limited exception to
the Public Domain status of our shared culture and
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knowledge. In  the 20th  century its scope has been
significantly extended, to accommodate the interests
of a small class of rights holders at the expense of the
general public. As a result, most of our shared culture
and knowledge is locked away behind copyright and
technical  restrictions.  We  must  ensure  that  this
situation will not be worsened at a minimum, and be
affirmatively improved in the future.
 
3.    When  material  is  deemed  to  fall  in  the
structural Public Domain in its country of origin, the
material  should  be  recognized  as  part  of  the
structural Public Domain in all other countries of the
world. Where material in one country is not eligible
for  copyright  protection  because  it  falls  under  a
specific  copyright  exclusion,  either because  it  does
not meet the criterion of originality or because the
duration of its protection has lapsed, it should not be
possible for anyone (including the author) to invoke
copyright protection on the same material in another
country  so  as  to  withdraw  this  material  from  the
structural Public Domain.
 
4.    Any  false  or  misleading  attempt  to
misappropriate  Public  Domain  material  must  be
legally punished. In order to preserve the integrity of
the  Public  Domain  and  protect  users  of  Public
Domain  material  from  inaccurate  and  deceitful
representations, any false or misleading attempts to
claim exclusivity  over Public  Domain  material  must
be declared unlawful.
 
5.    No  other  intellectual  property  right  must  be
used to reconstitute exclusivity over Public Domain
material.  The  Public  Domain  is  integral  to  the
internal  balance  of  the  copyright  system.  This
internal  balance  must  not  be  manipulated  by
attempts to reconstitute or obtain exclusive control
via regulations that are external to copyright.
 
6.    There must be a practical and effective path to
make available 'orphan works' and published works
that are no longer  commercially available (such as
out‐of‐print  works)  for  re‐use  by  society.  The
extension of the scope and duration of copyright and
the prohibition of formalities for foreign works have
created  a  huge  body  of  orphan  works  that  are
neither under the control of their authors nor part of
the  Public  Domain.  Given  that  such  works  under
current law do not benefit their authors or society,
these  works  need  to  be  made  available  for
productive re‐use by society as a whole. 
 
7.    Cultural heritage institutions should take upon
themselves  a  special  role  in  the  effective  labeling
and  preserving  of  Public  Domain  works. Not‐for‐
profit  cultural  heritage  organizations   have  been
entrusted with preservation of our shared knowledge
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and  culture  for centuries.  As part  of  this  role  they
need to ensure that works in the Public Domain are
available  to  all  of  society,  by  labeling  them,
preserving them and making them freely available. 
 
8.    There must be no legal obstacles that prevent
the voluntary sharing of works or the dedication of
works  to  the  Public  Domain.  Both  are  legitimate
exercises of exclusive rights granted by copyright and
both  are  critical  to  ensuring  access  to  essential
cultural  goods  and  knowledge  and  to  respecting
authors' wishes.
 
9.    Personal  non‐commercial  uses  of  protected
works must generally be made possible, for  which
alternative modes  of  remuneration for  the author
must  be  explored.  While  it  is  essential  for  the
self‐development of each individual that he or she be
able  to  make  personal  non‐commercial  uses  of
works, it is just as essential that the position of the
author be taken into consideration when establishing
new  limitations  and  exceptions  on  copyright  or
revising old ones.
Please Note
1. If you want to sign the Manifesto in the name of your
organization (and you are authorized to do so), please send an
email to coordinator [at] communia-project [dot] eu. Please,
include in your email: the precise name of your organization and
the URL of its website, your first and last name and your position
in the organization. Please, also attach an image file with the
logo of your organization (or the related URL)
2. If you encounter any problem with the web site or if you see
an error in your signature, please send an email to webmaster
[at] communia-project [dot] eu
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Hugh Gibbons
Franck Briand Enseignant
Marcus Dapp City Government of
Munich

















Papadopoulos, Kaponi & Associates
(Attorneys-at-Law)




Clarisse Pais Instituto Politécnico de
Bragança










Roberto Fuso Nerini xister
Claudia Koltzenburg
Massimiliano Ventimiglia H-art
Maurizio Menghini FASTnet SpA
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Eugenio Pelizzari University of




Andreas Gros Max Planck Digital
Library
Julien Rothwiller Studio Gobz'Ink
Tobias Schonwetter IP Research
Unit, University of Cape Town/ CC
South Africa
Franck VIDAL
Klaus Æ. Mogensen Copenhagen
































Fredrik Graver Den norske
filmskolen
Eric Nieudan
Adam Przepiórkowski ICS PAS
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Cllr Jason Kitcat Green Councillor,
Brighton & Hove City Council
Michael Mazour
Yishay Mor London Knowledge Lab
Amanda Kelly Citizen of Earth
Tim Drage
Xiujie Gu Xi`an Polytechnic
University
Michael Peek
Juan Carlos Miguel Universidad






Emily Durbin Carnegie Mellon
University
Olivier Olm OLSC
pietro greppi consulente per la
comunicazione etica






Bernd Fachinger Denk! Selbst!
Gleizes Jérôme Ecorev'





Bonn Aure Dept of Sociology and



















lewis weinberg carleton college
zangle ma www.zangler.org
celine keller
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Javier Ballesteros
Jonathan Harnum Sol Ut Press
Jacob Suhr Thomsen
Phil South Ideas Digital
Bobbi Cushman
Roberto Escamilla







Angelo Palma Soon in Tokyo
Brendan Dahl
Gareth Stack
Matt Soar Concordia University
Duarte Diogo
Luis Louro
John Stone Grinnell College
He Ronin Tele Atlas China
Timothy Spring
Dario Pedicini
Marko Banušić University of Zagreb
Rosanna D'Ortona editor
Joshua Abbott University of
Tennessee
Pieter Van den Bosch
Robert Staenke
paula spagnoletti












A. Michael Froomkin University of





Michael Clayville Dickinson College
Bala Pitchandi
Chris Sharp
Ben McCorkle The Ohio State
University
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member












Michael Geist University of Ottawa








Silvia Bisi Politecnico di Torino
Zafeiris Karambasis
ezequiel ardigo






















Christian Bök Dept. of English,
University of Calgary
J. William Hays UNC Chapel Hill
Luciano Mannucci Maremmasoft




Raoul Chiesa @ Mediaservice.net -
Data Security Department
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Scott Palmer New York University
Florence
Frédéric Duton Université de
Poitiers
Beccaria Antonella
Douglas Hampton Student of
Anthropology
Daniel Judy











Lea Medeiros University of São
Paulo





Jesse Slicer Always Elucidated
Solution Pioneers, LLC




Alessandro Califano crdav -
Rome's Municipal Research &












William Brown Desperation Church
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Øyvind Jensen
Monique DiCarlo Social Media
Muse












Tait Johnson The Absent Narrative
Ted Delorme















Jay McGee Eon Sea Productions
Christopher Turner






Alberto Corsín Jiménez Consejo




Cameo Wood Her Majesty's Secret
Beekeeper




Adam Holland Boston university
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Lewis Hyde Kenyon College
Evan Anderson
Juana Moore
David Green Knowledge Culture
Michael Reffalt
Susan K. Sell The George
Washington University








Damiano Airoldi Magnetic Media
Network







University-Faculty of Arts and Social
Science
John Cain History San Jose




















R. Cameron Nicholson FenixNet
Kjetil Hoiseth
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Luz Alberola Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya






Armistral . Human Being
John Thronberg Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation




















Amanda Alessandra de Felice
Comune di Trieste
Shamnad Basheer National









Enrico Rebeggiani Università di
Napoli Federico II





Fuller Daniel Université de Montréal
Michael Repas
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Serge K. Keller, FCD Atelier
Mammouth
Omar Muñoz
John Postill Sheffield Hallam
University
Maria Figueiredo Escola Superior
de Educação de Viseu














Ana Loureiro Instituto Politécnico de
Santarém
Christopher Sweet
Andrew Schneider high school
drop out






Joanne van den Eijnden
Antonio Pardo CooWorks
Ismaël Bouya




Michael Goff The Henry Ford
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Alexander Mackenzie Save the
gay baby whales for Jesus




David Bollier On the Commons
Wendy Seltzer ChillingEffects.org
Ryan Kaldari
Paul Warren Australian National
University









Matthew Lye Griffith University
Pedro Angelini
Mary Walsh















Robert Milson Dalhousie University
Robin Elliott
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Aaron Muszalski The Liminalist
David Robert Lewis ZA-FREE
Robert Whitaker
Jeremy Robinson






Antoine Moreau Copyleft Attitude
Gerard Pierce





Juan David Rodríguez García










Brendan Molloy Pirate Party
Australia
Rodney Serkowski Pirate Party
Australia





















Frieda Brioschi Wikimedia Italia
Pedro Roffe ICTSD
Rainer Ilgen
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Mathieu Stumpf Culture Libre
Carl Smotricz













John Collier University of
KwaZulu-Natal
Denis MARCOUREL




















Fabienne Dohmen University of
Amsterdam






Holloway , University of London
Zain Zahri zensters
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Hector Dominguez Aguirre






Enrico Bertacchini Department of




James Adkins ADIT Trucking
Carsten Droste CaSa Consulting
David Sherman
Torsten Näther





























Bruno Cornec Open Source, Linux
et Musique Ancienne
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Justin Grimes University of
Maryland
Eva Cameron





Kerryn McKay The African
Commons Project
vittorio zambardino la repubblica
Metin Özdenöz Jazzetta
Bekir Aldemir
Anna Piccitto Politecnico di Torino
Mario Noe Pincus Volin
HyperData Media. Una Nueva Manera
de Ver las Noticias
Laura Garbolino Università di
Torino
Chiara Cantarella Univ. Catania
Umberto Cerruti Università di
Torino
Ralph de Rijke Words & Music
Franco Pastrone Università di











Matthijs van Henten Waag Society








Ian Singleton Harvard University
USA
Daniel Cohen Center for History and
New Media, George Mason University
USA
Audrius Kabelka LITHUANIA
Gontrano Di Santo Italy
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Simonas Balčius Lietuva
Holger Levsen Debian Germany
Wilhelm Gasser
Julius Markunas Vilnius University
Lithuania




Filippo Martorana Linux Club Italia
Italy
Milda Zalgeviciute Lithuania
Andrea Zanni University of Parma
Italy







Francisco das Chagas de
Souza Universidade Federal de
Santa Catarina - Dpto Ciencia da
Informaçao Brasil
Bruce Lemoine New Canaan
Country School USA
Meg Kribble Harvard Law School
Library USA
Vicenç Gomez Cerda Radboud
University Nijmegen Netherlands
Tomas Matulionis Lithuania
José Luis Jiménez del Pino
España
Lia Mulholland UK








Mourad Ben Abdallah Wikimedia
CH Switzerland
Mark Mark Harris Technology





Jose Alberto Alvarez Alvarez
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Germany
PELAEZ AINHOA SPAIN
Edgar Buršić University Juraj
Dobrila - Pula Croatia
Geoffrey Lehr USA
Rich Mr
Emre Eryılmaz Istanbul University
Turkey
Steve Ediger








Timothy Grigg New Zealand
Sam Jackson Australia
Giedrius Motiejūnas Lithuania
Giuseppe Nicosia Studio Legale
Nicosia Italy
Elena De Carolis Italia
Adriano Melis Italy
Rob Carr New Zealand
walter cataldi italy




Nicola Mattina Elastic Italia
Andreas Poltermann Heinrich
Boell Stiftung Germany
Mike Campbell New Zealand
Nick Wiebe
Luca Di Ciaccio Italy
Karin Spaink Columnist/writer The
Netherlands
Riccardo Carabelli Linux User





Giorgio Jannis NuoviAbitanti Italia
Maria Teresa De Gregori
Università di Roma Tor Vergata Italy
Alessandro Galardini Italy
Jean-Pierre Desthuilliers
Adamantane, portail d'écrivains France
Pier Luigi Nussio Italy
mario siccardi italy
Gianfranco Andriola Italy
Mugnier Aude Wikimedia France
France
patrick risacher france
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Domenico Serpella Italy
Gianni Soliani Italy
eliza iacoblev Association Bug
France
Georges Seguin France
rita berardi docente italia
Nazareno Lamparelli Italia
Juan Manuel Fernández
Martínez Università di Torino Italia
Adrienne Alix Wikimedia France
France
alfredo chizzoni italy
Sean M. Johnsen Chicago, IL, USA
Marco Chiesa Wikimedia Italia
Spain
maxim liulca romania
Mark Turner New Zealand
rémi BACHELET Wikimédia
France France
Gilles Chagnon Université Pierre et
Marie Curie France
Pierre Travers France
Bülent Bolat Yildiz Technical
University Turkey
JUAN QUINTANA UMET -
AGUADILLA PUERTO RICO
patrizia polito elastic srl italia
Maria Elisabetta Palermo student
of S.T.Ar.S, Scienze e Tecnologie delle
Arti e dello Spettacolo, Università





Thiago Bomfim Livraria do Thiago
Brazil
Gustavo T. Santos FFLCH / USP
Brasil





Wilko Graf von Hardenberg
Università degli Studi di Trento Italy
Martin Skopal Austria
Alessandra Cicioni Italia
Joris Pekel Kennisland Netherlands
Etienne Sévin France
Bruno Pozzi Pozzilabs Brazil
Giuseppe Ravera Italia
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Isabelle Jargowsky United States
Lorrain Anne-Catherine France /
Belgium
John Kane SUNY Oswego USA









Bogdan Trifunovic Public Library
Cacak Serbia
Barbara Fister United States
Mindaugas Truklickas Lithuania
Dennis Weddle USA
Ricardo Icassatti Hermano Brasil
Neil Gaiman Author UK and USA
Dario Palermo University of Catania
Italy
Shaun Kronenfeld I Have Issues TV
United States
Erik Volpert Brazil
Patrick Welsh United Kingdom








James Eagle Spell Checked*
England
Lara Eakins United States
Anthony Troupe USA




Michael Foord Freelance Software
Developer United Kingdon
Erin Shedd United States
Jennifer Rodland United States
Giuseppe Merigo Italy
Joe Keilholz USA
James Luberda University of
Connecticut USA
Emily Miller United States
Hunter C Coch YourPredator.com
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USA
Sean Arkinstall Canada
Roger Weeks Author USA
Jeanelle Eros USA






Christopher Knall Member of the
CBLDF USA
J. Luke Johnson USA
Amanda Brihed The Black Monday
Human Rights Network Sweden




Steve Wooster United States
Tamra S Switzerland
Julia Vyse just me and the choir of
voices in my head Canada
Vivienne McCulloch UK
Robert Boole Boolean Software
Great Britain
Marjorie Taylor United Kingdom
Chia Evers ChiaLaw USA
Antti Rasinen Finland
Alexander Price Norhern Illinois
University United States
Martha Sutor United Kingdom
Quentin Hartman United States
Paul Constant The Stranger USA
Kyle Kaczmarczyk Zombie Ink
Comics U.S.A.
Renata Cardamoni Brazil
Divya Manian United States
David Bauer United States
Ruby Strawbridge USA









Greg DiCostanzo United States
Lisa Applegate United States
Steven Morton United States
Lisa Costello USA
Ben Paddon USA
Ken Paulson Small Fun Games
Canada
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Adam Bowker researcher Penn




Tyler Leto University of Central
Florida USA
Jason Tamez USA
Crimson M. Kildare Author USA











Edna Jimena Morelos Allande
Mexico
Ben Bainton Finland
Marco Ciampini Politecnico di
Torino Italia
Michael Thompson United States
Rebecca Annis USA
Rachel Winchester USA




Jim Brucker Galter Health Sciences
Library, Northwestern University USA
Matthew Wester United States of
Ame
Tom Dullemond Australia
MeiLin Miranda United States
Keith Moser USA
Joe Helfrich USA
Lynn Siprelle United States
Linda Ballinger USA
shawn DePasquale USA
Nick Mr. United States






Elizabeth Sager United States
Jessica Pautler USA
Jon Swabey The Committee for
Public Safety Australia
Amanda Miller United States
David Eppstein University of
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California, Irvine USA




Erinc Salor University of Amsterdam
Netherlands
Scott Francis United States
Nicky Geist USA
Kheir Fakhreldin United States
Lindsey Tuggle Us







Fidel Jiron Jr. United States
Timothy Bellefleur Canada
Patrick McLean good words (right
order) USA
George Ellenburg US
Kevin Barnes United States
Thomas Herlofsen Norway
Michael Sgier USA
Joseph Gagnon R. J. Spindle Ink
United States
Ryan OConnor RJO Photo USA
Nicole Springer United States
carlos pineda Dominican Republic
William Mansky University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign USA
Bernadette Semilla Canada
Kaolin Fire United States
D. Vincent Ervig-Lindqvist
Sweden




Brian Van Meter United States
Michael Sugarbaker usa
barbara trumpinski-roberts








Sian Clarke Hong Kong
Shawn Pavey The Writers Place
USA
John McBroom Northern Ireland
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Jason Averill United States
Benjamin Livingston USA
David R Harris UK
Alexandra Yannayon USA
Charles Christopherson
VectorMask Media United States
Eric Honaker USA
Austin Mullen University of Iowa
United States
Terri Jones USA
David Ganssle United States






















Josh Dye United States
Christopher Brown United States
Rachael Headrick USA
Mikkel Madsen Denmark
Bobb Waller United States
Greg Sanders United Kingdom
Judy Oxford United States
Megan Minnaert USA
John Thompson USA
Alison Croggon Writer Australia












Ben Harpster United States
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Nona Nona Farris USA
Bruce Press United States
Matthew Rainford Mortis2000 UK
David Moore USA
Matthew Huffman United States
Julian Gough Me, Myself & I, Inc.
Ireland






Leslie Turek United States
José Guilherme Correa Brazil




Robert Heverly Michigan State
University College of Law United States




Kate Hannah New Zealand
David Jeffcoate United Kingodom
Lorraine Grout Word Forward
Australia
Chris Myers United States
Andrew Burke Australia
Carrie Peters United States
Courtney Barnes USA
Michael Broderick country.us
Frank H. Woodward Wyrd United
States




Yan Guang Kuah Singapore
Kelly Henley USA
Lynnette Leonard United States
Jonel Burge USA
Matt Madden cartoonist USA
Michelle Lin Singapore
Cayenne Chris Conroy USA
Myriam Lechuga USA
Michele Crissinger USA
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Julia Heinemann USA






Lorenzo Fortunati Università degli
Studi RomaTre Italy
Pierpaolo Dominici Italy




Patience Collier United States
Zon Mundhenk Bast House USA
Susan Swartz USA
Katherine Bienvenu United States
Lori Smith United States
Brandon Brandon Hawk United
States of Ame
Nadine Wilson USA
Rafael Cordeiro Aiyra Brazil
Feri Zsolnai Hungary
Gianni Tommasi Italy
Mark Breitenbach United States









Alexander Abbott United States
Brian Mann United States
Colin Le Sueur United Kingdom
David Bircumshaw United
Kingdom
KD Crotwell United States
Jason Suber US
Vladi Finotto Università Ca' Foscari
Venezia Italy
Vincent Clements Canada








Dan Matei CIMEC Romania
Ellen Gödecke Sweden
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Alex Stocks South Africa
Johnny Blakeborough Canada
Alessandro di Francia Italy
giuseppe ombrelli italy
Giorgio Manfredi V-Minds Sagl
Switzerland
Mat Greenwood United Kingdom
Jaap Blom The Netherlands
Jess Lee Australia
Lika Døhl Diouf Norway








Michelle Humphries United States
Benjamin Gorman USA




Tim Stoop The Netherlands
Paul Wiener USA
Mark Leggott University of Prince
Edward Island Canada
Chris Herborth Canada
Olivier Alvarez Seco Spain
Rokas Perevičius Lithuania
Jeremy Hunsinger Center for
Digital Discourse and Culture USA
Anthony Metcalf UK
Tamas Zador Kiegő Izzók Hungary
Chris Benedict New York City
Lewis Tearle Random House UK
Olavo Amaral Universidade Federal
do Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Thomas Bohn Germany






Jessica Raye United States





Nadine Le Lirzin Wikimédia France
(France)
Mark Mendoza Miami University
Fair Labor Action Coalition U.S.A.
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Marius Žukaitis Lithuania
Colleen E. Doyle USA
Christian Vaehling Germany
Miguel Perez Subias AUI -
Asociacion de Usuarios de Internet
Spain
Marc Coyles United Kingdom
Eric Elshtain Beard of Bees Press
United States
Sheilah O'Connor Canada




Lydia Nelson United States
Aaron Brunette USA
Paul Taylor Abominable Comics
USA
Agne Volosenkinaite Lithuania
Jose Raphael Federico Doval-
Santos Philippines
Nick Palmer Industrial Angel Studios
United States
Gemma Gonzalez Spain
Josephine Koster Professor of
English, Winthrop University United
States
Hilary Bruce Canada
David Kerry United Kingdom
Luca De Biase Il Sole 24 Ore Italy
Douglas Barbour Canada
Gian Franco Concas ITALIA
Juergen Fenn Germany
Samantha Colucci USA
Adrian Pohl hbz Germany
Marco Trotta Italy
Alan Mills Guatemala
giacomo capizzi Universita di
Palermo italy






Giles Beauchamp CSSS Lucille-
Teasdale Canada
Elías Chavarría Costa Rica







John Breakwell United Kingdom
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Arturo Di Corinto CATTID-
University of Rome Italy
Lauren Schmidt United States
Ella Waltz United States
David Bryant United States
Carl Rigney USA
Mitchell Featherston United States
Sam Daniel N/A USA
Kenneth Wolman USA
Corey Reid Scratch Factory Canada




Matthew Whitehead New Zealand




Giorgio Spedicato Università di
Bologna Italy




Valentín de Mollinedo Ceño
España










Dan Wielsch University of Cologne
Germany
















Maximillian Kaizen South Africa
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Karl Bihlmeier bihlmeier & kramer
GbR Germany
Alix Peveler US




















Dieter Fröhlich Privat Germany
Thorsten Münz Germany
Richard Truex United States
Sven Lehmann Aachen/NRW
/Germany
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Shana Hausman United States








Bernhard Haslhofer University of
Vienna Austria
Fabian Preiß Bergische Universität
Wuppertal Deutschland

















Jean Paul Ducasse France
Victor Merz Germany





Bill Freind Rowan University USA








Megan Lau Simon Fraser University
Canada
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Bjorn Wijers Burobjorn / Stichting







Andreas Schmidt Ryoades - Arts &
Webdesign Germany
Aurelian Gheondea Institute of
Mathematics "Simion Stoilow" of the
Romanian Academy Romania
Rasigan Maharajh Institute for
Economic Research on Innovation
South Africa
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Juan Augusto Itauna, MG
luca valente italy
Gabriele Martinelli Norwegian






Marco Gabbanini Radiogabba Italy
Niklas Grebe Germany








Brian Quan University of California
Santa Cruz USA





Marcela Bueno cria! Cultura brazil
Dominik Mayer Germany
Jeffery Foy USA








Javier Cuchí Burgos Spain
Peter Philpott Great Works United
Kingdom
Maike Marrek Germany
Jill Mitchell Nielsen Canada
Thomas Stathes
CartoonsOnFilm.com USA
John Wilbanks Creative Commons
USA
Mark MacKenzie Canada
Mark Parsons National Snow and
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Ice Data Center USA
Robin Peek Simmons College USA
Andrew Pavelchek USA
Melissa Cline University of
California USA
Jon Phillips Fabricatorz USA
Joana Varon CTS-FGV Brazil





Stefan Kluge VEB FILM Leipzig
Germany
Razvan Martin ActiveWatch Media
Monitoring Agency Romania
Danica Radovanovic University of










Francisco Viegas Neves da
Silva Working Group on Intellectual
Property - Brazilian Interdisciplinary
AIDS Association Brazil
Paulo Santa Rosa Brazil
Patrick Wagman United States of
Ame






Angelo Biolcati Rinaldi ITALY










David Gurteen Gurteen Knowledge
United Kingdom
Christian Schilling Germany
Lucian Savluc eLiberatica Canada
paolida carli education italy
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Thomas Blechinger Austria




Lucio Scarpa Kublai Film Italy







Sergio Ovalle Copyleft Activist
Colombia









Pranesh Prakash Centre for
Internet and Society India
Michael Tiemann USA
roman udianskij none Lithuania
Andrejus Antoninovas Lithuania









Femke Alberda The Netherlands
Kaitlin Thaney USA
Joseph Wallace United Kingdom
Andy Pieters txtNation ltd. United
Kingdom
Cosme Corrêa PCS Brazil
Steven Rackham Canada





Andrew Fitzsimon Fitzsimon IT
Consulting Pty Ltd Australia
Karl Otto Døviken Ekle Norge
Christofer Bell United States
Phil Hale USA
Nicolas Barcet France
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Tom Graves United Kingdom
Fulvio Medeot Italy
James Halls Algonquin College
Canada




























Kelly TheDog netizen Canada
Darren Wall Canada
Byron Tredwell Canada




Gord Forbes Carleton University
Student Canada







Peter Mathijssen The Netherlands
Derek Moore Web Learning South
Africa
Stirling Westrup Pooq Canada
Alan Cooper Langara College
Canada
Holger Lübkert Germany
Maria Vittoria Savio Italy
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Dr. Supten Sarbadhikari PSG
IMS & R India
Prof Jafri Malin Dept of
Neurosciences,University Sains
Malaysia Medical School Malaysia
Jeroen Hellingman The
Netherlands
Gian Luigi Betti DBA associazione








comunale San Giovanni Valdarno Italy
Oriana Bozzarelli Università di
Torino Italy
Marilyn Voinorosky University of
Saskatchewan Canada
Mikuláš Ferjenčík Česká pirátská
strana Czech Republic
Maria de Jesus Antunes Portugal
Terry Newton Canada
James Henderson Canada
Jakub Michálek Česká pirátská
strana Czech Republic
Kathi Woitas Germany
Mariella Berra UNIVERSITY of
TURIN iella
Morgan Myers United States
Luca Ozzano Universita' di Torino
Italy
Trever Fischer Fedora Project
United States
Óscar David Sánchez González
Spain













Brian Mc Pherson Canada
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Koichi Kameda CTS-FGV Brazil
Fernando da Silva Spain





Alessandro Cozzutto Dot 2.0 -
Virtual Department of Political and
Social Studies Italy
fulvio diaferia mam - memoria e arte
da macchina italy
Andreina Lombardi Bom Italy
Michael F. Schönitzer
Piratenpartei Germany








Lorenzo Pucci Università di Pisa
Italia
Caio Oliveira PUC Minas Brazil
Laurențiu Dascălu Ceata Romania
brittney guest united states
Neal Gorenflo http://shareable.net
US
Telmo Padilha Defender - Defesa











Brian Pardini United States
Henrik Mattsson-Mårn Sweden
Sean Kheraj Department of History,
University of British Columbia Canada
Jacinto Lajas
PeriodismoCiudadano.com Spain
benito castorina latium vetiver Italy
Tiberiu Turbureanu Ceata &
Universitatea Politehnica din București
Romania
Luca Nicotra Associazione Agorà
Digitale Italy
Chiara Somajni Italy
César Calderón Las Ideas Spain
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Christopher Wulff Canada





Doru Ilași Aplix România
Massimiliano Navacchia Italy
Marco Cappato Nonviolent Radical
Party, transnational and transparty Italy




Rick Mason Libology.com USA
Gregory Butterfield Absent Cause
zine United States
Alan Hodson TOSS Foundation
USA






Marcial Cambronero UCR Costa
Rica
Brad Weikel USA







dieter meer BibliothekarInnen sind
uncool germany
Rainer Kuhlen University of
Konstanz Germany




Arakin Monteiro RET - Rede de
Estudos do Trabalho Brasil
Rino Salvatore Cosentino Habita
Amministrazioni Condominiali Italy
Frank van Drogen ETH Zurich
Switzerland
Juan Ignacio Belbis Fundación
Moisés Lebensohn Argentina
Daniel Barattelli Napoli, Italy
Luc GIROS France
Lorenzo Mazza Tuscany, Italy
Martin Haase Deutschland
sophie pene france
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Jimi Thaule Norway
scott henry usa



















Johanna Berg Swedish National
Heritage Board Sverige
Marco Murat Italy






Mathieu Paapst University of
Groningen the Netherlands
Subbiah Arunachalam Centre for











for Progressive Communications South
Africa
Leandro Navarro Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya Spain
Thomas Chaimbault enssib
France
Andrew Garton apc.au Australia
Howard Lane GreenNet UK
Robert Spanton UK
Shahzad Ahmad Bytes For All
Pakistan
Enzo Abbagliati
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http://abbagliati.blogspot.com Chile




Dafne Sabanes Plou free-lance
journalist and social communicator
Argentina
Maria Rosaria Annunziata
Biblioteca di Scarperia Italia
Alexjan Carraturo FSUGitalia Italia
Luigi Di Liberto TNT Village Italia
Amanda Pitchford Canada
Norbert Klein Open Institute
Cambodia
geppino toglia italy
Taylor Everding United States
Markus Schäfer sbits Germany
Daniel pimienta FUNREDES -
http://funredes.org Dominican Republic
Ryan Nelson Canada
Miguel Conejeros F600 España
Kirsten Christiansen Buskerud
Univesity College. The library. Norway
marco cirelli italia prato
Chad Lubelsky APC Montreal,
Canada











Vallo Kelder University of Tartu
Viljandi Culture Academy Estonia
Jorge Loayza Charad
conexionsocial.cl Chile
valentina pellizzer oneworld -






Matias Pajulahti Piraattinuoret /
Pirate Youth of Finland; Varsinais-
Suomen Piraatit / Pirates of the
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Laura Siri Free Lance IT Journalist
Argentina
Ricardo Reis Rádio Zero Portugal
Bruce Kingsbury Pirate Party of
New Zealand New Zealand
Jeff Slack Canada
Nicasio Lepore Italy




Roger Ollivieira The Netherlands
Ryan Gossen Self USA
Thomas Högner Germany
Michel Menou DIS, UCL France
Owen Blacker GB
Jorge Machado USP Brasil
Federico Lattes Italy
Sebastián Catalán Chile
David Miller United Kingdom
Theo Schmidt Switzerland
GIUSEPPE PUOPOLO ITALIA
Enzo De Simone Hop Frog :::
associazione culturale Italia
Ginés Haro Pastor Movimiento
Idun Spain
tullio tomasi italia



















Estadual de Campinas Brazil
Alice Xavier Brazil
GIUSEPPE APICELLA ITALIA
Sergio Bellucci Net Left Italy
Ethan Crawford USA
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Belgium
renato nemaz italia
Dario Bettoni SISSA-ISAS Italy
Francesco Valotto Italia





Aharon Varady The Open Siddur
Project United States
Martin Bosworth United States




Ramon Abad Hiraldo Universidad
de Zaragoza Spain
Jane Rawson UK
Dragutin Katalenac City and
University Library Osijek Croatia










Iris Fernández Gleducar Argentina
Daniel Cardaci Argentina
Roman Gelbort Piensa Libre
Argentina
Jennifer Bonnell University of
Toronto Canada
Francesco Leone digital culture
and communication - università
Federico II Napoli Italy
Franco Groppi FG Lab Italy
Filip Kriz Czech Republic
Robert Davies MDR Partners UK
Amar Sahinovic Bosnia &
Herzegovina
Leopold Pelsmaekers Belgium
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Elad Wieder Israel
Manuela Palafox Biblioteca de la
Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Spain
Margherita Loconsolo Università
degli Studi di Firenze Italy
Carlo Rognone KPMG Italia
Lucia Bertini Università degli studi di
Firenze Italy
Renzo Nelli Università di Firenze
Italy
Alfredo Gemma Italy
Zhenya Surcheva Central Medical









Emilio Ruffolo University of Padova
Italia
Gennaro Persico Italy
Terry Kuny XIST Information
Management Canada
de beauchene christine france
Andrew McWatters United States
matteo zampa italy







Alexander Pollard Drexel student
United states




cristian fabbi Progettinfanzia Italy
Renato LUCCI - Italy
marco guastavigna Italy
Rosa Maiello Librarian Italy
Dimo Ivanov Bulgaria
Pia Vidali Italy
Ronald Kossik United States
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Fernando Meloni Italia
Michael Trueman none USA
Andrew Hawrlyuk Canada
Priscilla Cortez USA
Pier Giacomo Sottoriva Italia
Maria Fonte Italia
Jose Manuel Erbez Universidad











Tom Hendricks Musea United
States
Jackie Stuber usa
Fiorenza Simonazzi Università di
Ferrara Italia




Auguste Frégate Parti Pirate
France
gianluca cerretelli ITALY
Cabot Germain Pirate Party
Belgium
Marouan El Moussaoui Pirate
Party Belgium Belgium
Antonio Giuseppe Bernardi Italy
John Monroe USA
Lisa Lepore Antioch University Los
Angeles USA





Javier Gomez Castaño University
of Alicante Spain
Belén Fernández Martínez




Carlos Sanz Paricio Unizar Spain
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Roberto Soriano Universidad de





Rafael Ruiz Red Municipal de
Bibliotecas de Córdoba Spain
Bertino Antonio Palermo
Miguel Navas Fernández Spain
Dariusz Gentek Poland
Diana Rodriguez STEP Thailand
Thailand
Honorio Penadés Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid Spain
Aba-Sándor Mikó Romania
Clemente Rodríguez Sorroche
Centro Andaluz de Medicina del
Deporte Spain
Tony Yet Sun Yat-sen University
China
Ana Yubero lomero ESPAÑA










Manuel Ruiz de Luzuriaga
Universidad Pública de Navarra Spain
Rosa de la ViescaS Spain
Rosa Salord Universidad Francisco
de Vitoria Spain
Enrique Miguélez Arribas Spain





Gabriel Catalano wanna-biz | It's a
process, not an event Argentina





de Biber Kim Belgium
Ángel Fernández Sevillano
Universidad de Salamanca España
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Carlos Gonzalez Crea't Espanya
Garcia Martin M Asuncion
Hospital de Cruces-Biblioteca de
Ciencias de la Salud Spain
giliola rubaldi italy
Monica Rojo Spain
Esther Hoorn University of
Groningen The Netherlands
Marta Fornaguera UB Spain
Jose Luis Corcero Biblioteca de la








Giovanni Bonenti AOU San





Pérez Xosé Manuel Galiza
Marcio Ribeiro Brazil/Portugal






Alex Goodwin ArtisTech Media
United States
Alberto Diolaiuti Italia
Geneviève Laurin McGill University
Canada
Morcillo Yolanda UNED España
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